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INTERVIEW WhIT Anna Hollander

INTERVIEWER Name not given First name is possibly Claudia

DATE None given

PLACE 4632 Belfast Avenue Oakland California 94619

TRANSCRIBER Julie A. Ward

ThE INTERVIEWER The wife of Ernest Hollander just

previously recorded from 4632 Belfast Avenue Oakland California 94619.

10 Anna and her husband are distant MIZ-PA-HA of the interviewer

and we hope that she will be -- she will find it in herself to give us some

12
information because she has not talked about the holocaust. beautiful

woman.
13

Anna would you please tell me what happened to you during the

14

war You might want to start when you noticed something loomed over the Jews.

15

ANNA HOLLANDER In 1944 the beginning of 44 we bound

16 ourself out and --

17 THE INTERVIEWER From where Where were you born

18 ANNA HOLLL\NDER Czechoslovakia. Was born in Czechoslovakia

19
THE INTERVIEWER Can you give the name of the town first

20

ANNA HOLLANDER And it is SIL-SAT near --

THE INTERVIEWER SIL-SAT.
21

ANNA HOLLANDER SIL-SAT uh-huh. And was just àboit

22

14 years old and they came and the Nazis and they give us one hour time to get

23
things together and go into the ghetto which it was in MUN-CASH. From

24
there they shipped us out to Auschwitz and when we got into Auschwitz we

25 really didnt know what was coming. They throwed us in wagons and they put
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us in like cattlesl and when we came down in Auschwitz they separated us.

My mother was very young woman she was just about age of 30 my father was

about age of 35 but had little sister and when she was years old and

my mother was holding her on her hand and she didnt want to give her up so

the S.S. came over and grabbed the little baby and threw her bn the floor

and when she saw that baby on the floor she went down and was picking it up

which was mine sister. They beat her up and they took her away out of

sight with the baby.

My father went on the other side with me and we were running we

had.to run and was just age of 14 couldnt run couldnt keep up with

10 them so my father was trying to help me and the Nazis came in and beat him

up. That is the last time saw my father. never saw my father again.

12
didnt know if he survived or if he1s dead.

13

THE INTERVIEWER Its all right. Please try. Please

try. It will be easier after you talk about it.

14

ANNA HOLLANDER And went through all the camps. was in

15

Auschwitz four months then went to FALL- IN it was called inaudible--

16 at that time and we were working on the railroad with ammunitions which we

17 helped to ship all those guns all the ainmunitions to the front but that is

18 what had to do.

19
THE INTERVIE1ER To the German front

20

ANNA HOLLANDER To the German front. We used to get

up at 500 in the morning we used to stand outside for an hour. They counted

21

they count us and after that we went over they give us cup of coffee and

22

we went to work. We came in 800 at night which they give us one slice of

23
bread and from that slice of bread we went to sleep and the same thing

24 we stayed allthe way till 1945.

25 In the beginning of 1945 by end the Russians was starting
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coming close to US and we were -- the Nazis tried to run away but we didnt

want to rim with the Nazis we were trying to run the opposite way we wanted

to be free. So finally we ran into the --inaudible-- which the Russians

took us in in prison again. They said that we are spies they didnt want

to know that we are Jews that we come from concentration camp.

We pleaded to them we tried to say our prayers to no defy

the --inaudible-- all kind of things.that we are Jews from concentration

camp and we were again back in prison by the Russians. Which after seven

days the Russians came in and they told us You got seven years to run to

Siberia and as they took us slowly to the Russian borders by trains by

10 busses when everything was beaten up the trains we couldnt have straight

transfer so they took us all kinds of transportation whatever was available

12
at that time.

13

Finally we came to Czechslovakia and there was man who was

responsible -- Russian guy he was a. captain he was responsible for us
14

as we were around 75 78 people. We were to go to seven years to Siberia.

15

And he opened for us the doors and he says Please you Jews run away

16 wherever you can dont never stay in Russia. And he opened us the doors and

17 he liberated us and from there we kept on running. Incidentally that

18 guy was Jewish guy andhe got shot for us because he liberated us.

19
From there we worked have to go back another word. When

20
we were tranferingoto Poland after that we couldnt walk anymore. We were

about 5000 girls in our transfer we were walking day and night but that

21

one day after week of walking it was winter it was November December

22

we couldnt walk anymore we had noishoes we had no clothes our feet was

23
frozen and we had no food. We used to sleep in stables with cows that is

24 where they put us for the night and we iised to eat grass whenever we could

25 for survival.
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So that night we decided that we going to take out and it was

some straw by the cows and we pulled out some straws and hid about 20 girls

between inithat straws and they covered us because we figured death is easier

way. It doesnt matter anymore we have to die might as well. No more

suffering. So after that in themorning we got left but we still had on

our prison clothes with the name of the striped clothes the gray stripe

with the name of Jew written on it.

We knew that we are in Poland that we cannot escape too far so

we hiding out there through the days till at night we ran two at time

just to break-in in house to get some shoes and clothes. We shouldnTt be

10 recognizable that we are Jews because we had to hide out in Poland between

the Polish people and we knew they couldnt make out of us.

12
So for three months we went in we got clothes we went into

little farmers and we told them that we got lost. We are children we got
13

lost from our parents that we would like if they can give us any work just

14

for room and böard nothing else we wanted from them.

15
They used to put us up in stables and we got up 200 300 to

16 feed the cows and milk the cows and then the Nazis used to come in there and

17 we used to help them to shine the shoes. And all the dirty work we did just

18
we shouldnt be recognizable that we are Jews otherwise we would have been

19
killed. That is how we hidden out for three months.

THE INTERVIEWER How many were there
20

ANNA HOLLANDER Around 18 girls.

21

THE INTERVIEWER This is one family

22
ANNA HOLLANDER No there were all strangers there we

23 all that were from the same camps various families --

24 THE INTERVIEER Various famil es

25 ANNA HOLLANDER Various families and the same camps.
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THE INTERVIEWER mean various Polish families who keep

you or just one Polish family

ANNA HOLLANDER No there were few we stayed in each

family or two but they never knew that we are Jews. We were hidden under

children as from Czechslovakia.

TF1E INTERVIEWER That is very moving story Anna. Tell

me did -- what experience in the camps -- well guess Auschwitz was the

one H-

ANNA HOLLANDER Yes.

THE INTERVIEWER that you were in right

10 ANNA HOLLANIER was in Auschwitz.

11 THE INTERVIEWER What stands out in your mind by way of

12 experience most

13
ANNA HOLLANDER In mine experience as was young

didnt understood.. whole lot of things was going on. The only thing we
14

understood in the morning when we used to get up in the morning each day
15

we used to cry used

16
THE INTERVIEWER Standing in line

17 ANNA HQLLAN1E -- used to standing in line. used

18 to cry Where is my mother Where is my father and they used to tell me

19
You see those cheys That is where they are burning.

20
THE INTERVIEWER The chimneys

21

ANNA HOLLANDER The chimneys. They are dead they are

burning. What couldnt comprehend never in my iiiind that that could

22

happen that anybody can just burn people kill people. Or if you couldnt

23

go to days work they to.ok you in the back and they shot you. So it

24
never entered in my mind that could ever happen to anybody.

25 ThE INTERVIEWER So you never had any sense of what
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awaited you beforehand --

ANNA HOLLANDER No no.

THE INTERVIEWER on the other side of the departation.

ANNA HOLLANDER Right.

THE INTERVIEWER Never

ANNA HOLLANDER never.

THE INTERVIEWER And you didnt join aresistance group

either then

ANNA HOLLANDER No. was very young.

THE INTERVIEWER Yeah.

10
ANNA HOLLANDER couldnt. was just 14 years of age.

11 THE INTERVIEWER Yeah. Scholars would like to have more

12 information about specifics in the camps and wonder if you wouldnt mind

13
if ask you few questions. know it is hard for you Anna please try.

14

How did you find out about the gas chambers

ANNA HOLLANDER How did we get find out We never knew

15

about the gas chambers. We never knew that there was something like that.

16

When we first caine to Auschwitz we did see --inaudible-- people walk

17
for light till we got out of our dress then we realize whatswaiting.

18 And before that --

19 THE INTERVIEWER Not before but after you got to

20 Auschwitz how did you find out about it

21
ANNA HOLLANIER We were told that there is gas chambers

showing us those ovens. When came to Ausbhwitz --

22

THE INTERVIEWER Were there
23

ANNA HOLLANDER Yes. was in Auschwitz. Only thing they

24
said to us when they -- whn we got there is they took off our clothes they

25
took off all our jewelry anyihing we possessed and we had to be shaved and
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they got one dress with the gray stripe and in the back it says Jew.

THE INTERVIEWER With number on it.

ANNA HOLLANIER With number on it.

THE INTERVIEWER Yeah.

ANNA HOLLANDER And we did work in Auschwitz but we didnt

imow so much. But Auschwitz till we were --inaudible-- we found out there

is gas chambers when we saw coming in. worked in Auschwitz but used to

help the other people when they came in. Mine opinion was that we were in

way putting something off because we had no -- we didnt have that much

men with us. If went to somebody the name to tell him something

10 they didnt hear that am calling them. had to come up and shake them

had to shook them then they realize am tlkng to them. The same thing

12
happened to me so my opinion is did we got something in our food we got food

13

or did what they used to -inaudible--.

THE INTERVIEWER You knew its come to my knowledge that
14

wen did not get their menstrual periods.

15

dJA HOLLANDER Right no.

16 lEE INTERVIEWER Do you know what they did put in her.

17 food

18 ANNA HOLLANDER No guess dont know what they did.

19
Like for instance we saw --inaudible-- men pretty young men and we were

20

no interested in sex whatsoever. --inaudible-- we didnt have right mind

at that tirne
21

THE INTERVIEWER Do you know of any situation whereby
22

someone was pregnant

23
ANNA HOLLANDER Yes do have One.

24 THE INTERVIEWER Tell me what happened to preguat women.

25 Were there abortions
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ANNA HOLLANDER No it was no abortion.

THE INTERVIEWER What happened to

ANNA HOLLNDER know of one woman she came in she was

not that far pregnant she was maybe four or five months but they didn

see -- they killed them if they saw if you are pregnant but she wasnt very

noticeable. We didnt know. She knew she was pregnant but she was a-scared

to say that she knew in the next day she would be in the gas chambers so now

she did have we used to sleep in our bunk at six at night and went to

the people so during the night she did have labor she did have the baby

but we worked on her. We took that baby it was dead baby but we didn

10 know what to do how to take it out and here to put it. Every morning

ii because we got up 500 they took us on to --inaudible-- and we stole

12
boot --

THE INTERVIEWER Stole what
13

ANNA HOLLANDER boot.

14

THE INTERVIEWER boQt

15

ANNA HOLLANDER Shoe boot.

16 THE INTERVIEWER pair of boots.

17 ANNA HOLLANTER Just one. Just one boot and the dresses

18 were long and we put then that baby in the boot and we brought that baby to

19
the toilet and we flushed it down because that was the only thing that

20
otherwise the mother would have been killed and we tried to lose it for

21

day or two cover her up.

THE INTERVIEWER Was it girl

22

ANNA HOLLANDER don

TUE INTERVIEWER You dont remember

24 ANNA HOLLANDER --what it was So this was the

25 experience that remember the most.
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THE INTERVIEWER We you part of group in the camp

You know how did you make friends

ANNA HOLLANDER We came from the same town few people

Background noise too heavy to hear speakers.

THE INTERVIEWER Before so you were together

ANNA HOLLANDER We were togther. We tried to keep

together and we remaiithed until the last minute. Wed remained five of us

together. The rest of them somehow got killed or died of typhus because

we had an outbreak of typhus. So some of them did die of typhus.

THE INTERVIEWER Was there any romance in the camps

10 ANNA 1-ULLANDER No.

11
THE INTERVIEWER No men no men.

12
ANNA HOLLANDER No.

13

THE INTERVIEWER Did your relationship with family

friends--in your case there were no lovers--change in the ghetto or camps
14

Was the relationship dd the relationship change

15
ANNA HOLLANDER In the camps -- in the camps we didnt

16 have any in the ghettos no we were closer than ever.

17 THE INTERVIEWER Closer than ever. So you did develop

18 intimate relationships

19
ANNA HOLL.ANDER Yes We were always very close family

20

and we kept on to each other we struggled to keep together Which my

grandfather my great-grandfather died in the ghetto because he was unfit
21

so he couldnt make it to Auschwitz.

22

THE INTERVIEWER So you took really quit bit of risks

23
when you went out and that answers the following questions that you got ahead

24 of me and.that is very good and you hid out and -- likein the farms until

25 the Russians came.
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ANNA HOLLANDER Until the Russians.

THE INTERVIEWER Who didnt believe that you were what

you were and they almost sent you to Siberia.

Tell me do you know if any Jewish women were sexually abused by

the Geimans

ANNA HOLLAJ\JlER No not as far as --

THE INTERVIEWER Right. What happened to the children

Do you know know what happened to your sister but do you know what

happened

ANNA HOLLANDER We were never -- was between the

10 youngest survivor of the camp the children inaudible.

THE INTERVIEWER There was some non-Jewish prisoners of

12
Auschwitz do you know what was the relationship between the Jewish prisoners

and the non-Jewish Do you recollect anything about that
13

ANNA HOLLANDER really didnt -- Yes there were. We

14

were not together in the camp. Next to us had wires around us and we did

15
have camp believe they were Frenc1nen. They were prisoners of war

16 that is what we believed of them because they used to get some food more than

17 we did and they used to want to give us throwthrough the wires you know

18
but they caught them once and they couldnt -- they didnt let them near the

19

wires anymore they took them away. So dont know how they were handled

but we werent together except Jews.

20

THE INTERVIEWER Thank you. Were you medically experimentec

21

on

22
ANN HOLLANIJER No.

23 THE INTERVIEWER And know this question is very close to

24 your heart. How has Israel beenineauingful to you

25 ANNA HOLLANDER Israel has meant lot tO me. Actually
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do not --inaudible-- was very young when got out of there. was one

of the first survivors that came out which the wars were still going around

and they came to look for children the SHA-LEAR and they found me in

little town and they drug me to Hungary to Budapest. From Budapest they

took me to Austria. That was so illegal. From Austria they took me in

wagon in covered wagon to Italy and in Italy we stayed about four five

months and from there we were the first --inaudible-- we came through

Israel the first ship who came in that time to Palestine yes.

THE INTERVIEWER Illegal ship

ANNA HOLLANDER Illegal ship. Which we were all between

10 13 and 15 all it was was the age.

11
THE INTERVIEWER When was this Do you remember

12
exactly

13

ANNA HOLLANDER In beginning of 45.

THE INTERVIEWER Beginning

14

ANNA HOLLANIER Beginning of 45 because we were very

15

early liberated beause we were .we ran away.

16 THE INTERVIEWER Yes.

17 ANNA HOLLANDER We were hidden. So we came to Israel

18
and it is very dear to me and very close. They gave me haven. had to.

19
go to school got an education there. Not only did got the education

20
got even college.

THE INTERVIEWER Wonderfull

21

ANNA HOLLANIER Md had no parents to help me to go to

22

school so they put me in and idch they call me in the youth movement.

23
had to work four.hours got the rest of the day my education. the

24 four hours had room and board inaudthle and had my education.and

25 went through my schoOl and so tQ me Israel
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THE INTERVIEWER There is an expression Anna that the

Jews went like sheep to the slaughter. What do you think

ANNA HOLLANTJER Right. We did went like sheeps. Jewish

history never knew whats coming whats going. We were more ignorant or

blind or whatever it is. We did went like sheep to the slaughter. There was

no resistance and the few of them who did resist then they hang they

killed.

THE INTERVIEWER But didnt you resist by running away

That is form of rØsistance.

ANNA IIOLLANDER Yes did resist.

10 hUE INTERVIEWER And together there were about 18 of

you 16 or 18 of you

12
ANNA ILLANDER Right right.

13

THE INTERVIEWER So you see people didresist You

did.

14

N.JNA HOLLANDER We did but we didnt too much.

15
THE INTERVIEWER When you could.

16 ANNA HOLLANDER Right right.

17 THE INTERVIEWER Okay. Let me ask you one last.question

18
Do you speak of the holocaust very often

19
ANNA HOLLANDER This is problem. do speak about. it

20

but not as much as should. It is very pajnful because --.iackground noise

making speaker inaudible.

21

THE INTERVIEWER The sole survivor.

22
ANNA HOLLANDER Uh-huh.

23 INTERVIEWER Of theole family. Howany did you

24 leave behind

25 ANNA HOLLANDER left my mothei my father iny sister
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great-great-parentS and grandma. Great grandma. huge family. We had

all those and aunts and cousins maybe about 50 60 or more and am the

only sole survivor.

THE INTERVIEWER Thank you Anna. Be strong.
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